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Is this recyclable?
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Is this recyclable?
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Is this recyclable?
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73% of surveyed students incorrectly recycled these items
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From a survey the team conducted in April 2016



Why is this a problem?
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An institution’s recycling process, 2016
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Macro drivers in the 2040 innovation environment

Climate change

Increased population growth

Increased urbanization

Technology improvements



What will most likely happen in 2040?
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Uncertainty #1:

Will people be educated and 
motivated about proper recycling 

practices?

Uncertainty #2:

How will usage rates of reusable 
containers change?

Key Implications

People are more aware and 
educated, but not enough to 

eliminate recycling contamination

A slight increase in reusable 
containers

Demand for an innovative 
recycling bin will be necessary
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How our product solves the job-to-be done

The job-to-be-done:

Autonomously sort waste items to reduce recycling contamination

Our solution:
● A smart waste management bin that sorts waste into its designated subcontainer
● Targeting large institutions such as airports, malls, and universities
● Bin systems are networked within a data integration system
● How we might apply CERN technologies:

○ CRISTAL
○ Materials sensors



Projected increase in value of recyclables increases future cost savings
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In the past twenty years tipping fees have increased between $1.66 - $5.29 on a yearly basis 
(median is $3.50)

2015 2040
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As garbage tipping fees increase over time, waste management cost 
savings increase



Sensors will be widespread and less expensive
Certain types of waste will be more valuable

R&D strategy based on 2040 assumptions
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How expensive will it be to 
produce sensor-centered bins?

How important is it to determine 
whether something is recyclable? Strategy

Technology will be more 
expensive than normal recycling 

bins

Users may be more educated and 
receptive to recycling, but a need 
for automatic sorting will still exist

Highlight improved processing 
power to provide substantial 

savings over several years of use



Sensors will be widespread and less expensive
Large institutions will be the primary customer

Sales & marketing strategy based on 2040 assumptions
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What will be the level of 
profitability?

Will the primary market be 
concentrated or fragmented? Strategy

12% profitability

(Yahoo Finance)
Concentrated (larger institutions) Provide custom delivery options 

for large orders



Sensors will be small enough to fit in a bin
Data collected from the bin networks create value for the customer

Manufacturing strategy based on 2040 assumptions
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Will our manufacturing process 
meet demand?

How expensive is the 
manufacturing of the bin? Strategy

Manufacturing speeds exceed 
demand

Slim to no profit on sale of the 
physical bins; main profit source 

from maintenance and data mining
Assemble-to-order manufacturing



Our solution
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Lid

Sensors

Recycled 
waste

Trash

Smart Waste Bin
● One opening for any item
● Ring of optical sensors
● Divert waste into correct bin
● All bins connected via a network



Value Map
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Cost of production estimated to decrease in 2040 
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Optical Sensor: $160
Bin (3rd Party Man): $50
Production Cost: $210



Prototype demonstration
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Motor is triggered 
to drop item in its 

subcontainer

Recyclables are 
further sorted into 

subcontainers

Sensors detect 
waste level in bin

Start

Finish

Waste item is 
placed in bin 

Sensor classifies 
waste item
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Prototype feedback and metrics

● Factors to test with target market
○ Speed
○ Simplicity
○ Accuracy
○ Process of changing bags

● Measuring an “encouraging” response
○ Easy to use
○ Easy to change bags

○ Less than 10% contamination (half of 
current contamination levels)
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Steps from prototype to final product

● Have sensors for all materials

● Reconfigurable receptacles for regional needs

● Data integration with type of recyclables, mass, etc.

● Powered through outlet - 50 Wh/day
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Wisconsin Recycling Data, 2013



Social impact: more than just saving time and money
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Reduced
Contamination

More 
Items 
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Less 
Waste 

on Earth



Reflections

● With another two weeks:
○ Capacity sensors
○ Side door for changing bags
○ Aesthetics

● Biggest challenge this week:
○ Scenario Analysis / Strategy Tables

● Proudest achievements:
○ Cost Analysis
○ Prototype
○ Idea Generation
○ Team Dynamic
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● What’s missing?
○ Sensors
○ Knowledge of CRISTAL

● Additional opportunities:
○ Consumer bin model

● Helping Hand Award Nomination:
○ Power Team



Thank you
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Appendices
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Scenario Analysis
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Predetermined 1: Sensors will be ubiquitous and less expensive
Predetermined 2: Climate change will decrease available space for waste

Uncertainty #1:
Whether people will be educated and 

motivated about proper recycling 
practices

Uncertainty #2:
Change in usage of reusable 

containers (i.e. coffee mug, personal 
water bottle)

Scenario summary: key issues and 
business implications

Big Change

Nearly everyone understands what is 
recyclable and wants to recycle, and 
therefore there is little issue with 
recyclables in landfills and 
contaminated batches

Most individuals are using reusable 
containers for personal use

Lowest Product Opportunity, no 
value behind sorting bin so we will 
pivot to either producing cheaper 
bins and better logistics for recylcing 
or focus on industrial or medical 
recycling

Small Change
Poor education about what is and 
isn't recyclable and the lack of effort 
to recylce remains the same

Consumers still primarily prefer 
single use, dispoable containers

Greatest Product Opportunity, 
creative innovative sorting bin

Most Likely
More people are aware/educated yet 
there is still a lack of awareness and 
willingness to recycle

A slight increase in reusable 
containers

Most likely people will continue to not 
be motivated about recycling and 
demand for a new innovative bin will 
be necessary



Business Strategy - R&D
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Business Strategy - Sales/Marketing
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Business Strategy - Manufacturing
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